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NTU Newsletter (Issue 969) To undertake the mission of Chinese interpretation authority in the world, TutorABC
and NTU together are building a Global Chinese E-learning Platform “NTUtorMing.” Both parties have signed the
contract on 18th-Jun. Via online personal interaction to achieve Chinese learning, together with NTU's teaching
materials and speech recognition technology, NTUtorMing creates a new model of industrial-academic cooperation
in Taiwan, and is expected to push Taiwan into the center of the international Chinese learning market.

TutorABC focuses on “servicizing education,” “personalizing learning” and “globalizing resources,” and, based on
the conception of e-Learning2.0, develops digital learning techniques and knowledge platform. It is the only
language learning system provider offering the service with the characteristics of “real-person, real-time
interaction,” “configure-to-order educational content” and “precise analysis of learning effect.” Via the online open
platform, TutorABC offers learner-centered language services and has patened the “DCGS-Dynamic Course
System” to match the learner with teachers, teaching themes, teaching materials etc. in accordance with the
learner's inclinations, interests, job types, langauge competence etc. And with their feedback system
“LMS-Learning Management System,” the system can better its own offering to meet the learner's demand more
precisely. TutorABC returns the control from the teacher to the learner. The learner can decide the content and
directions of the learning, the schedule and the frequency. Presently the open hour is from six a.m. to the mid night,
and in the future it will become 24-hour service, namely, the global non-time-zone service.

NTU is a major institute for modern and classic Chinese education in the world. In order to undertake the
responsibility and to answer to the market demand, NTU decides to cooperate with TutorABC and build
NTUtorMing.

Further Information:
NTU Newsletter Issue 969 (Chinese)
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